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Back to School & Office Solution



HYBRID and VIRTUAL CLASSROOM / MEETING ROOM

CONVERT YOUR Traditional TO ONLINE!
Developed for teachers who can teach in a classroom or lecture hall, this setup suggests taking advantage of available
school utilities such as whiteboards and pairing it with auto-tracking cameras with deep learning for high precision body
tracking so that no matter which way the teacher moves, the camera still captures them in a focused way for the benefit
of students joining online. This scenario is best met with our Birds Eye View provided solution, to enable students to
feel like they are learning from an actual classroom setting.



CLASSROOM / MEETING ROOM SAFETY

Virus inactivating UV-C helps to protect school educators & students !
Schools face a major challenge in providing qualitative education in safe and engaging classrooms where new social health standards 
apply. Areas where many people congregate must be safe and as virus-free as possible. By opting for UV-C disinfection lighting, 
schools go further than well-known measures, such as frequent ventilation, which often proves to be partially effective or economically 
unfeasible. Intervention in treating the air could be the best approach in keeping viruses as SARS-CoV-2 and seasonal flu away.



Interactive Learning with Touch Screens

Why Is Interactive Learning Important?
Interactive learning is well-established as a powerful educational technique, and modern technologies excel at involving students in 
more lessons than ever before. Interactive whiteboards are especially effective at inviting participation in lessons through varied media, 
built-in activities, and even gamified lesson content. And we’ve included a useful guide on how to implement interactive learning – along 
with the benefits and challenges.



Video Conference Devices

Logitech Video Conference Family FALCON Wireless Video Conference



Powerful Ceiling / Wall Mounted Microphone

In addition to clearing up space on the table, ceiling / wall mounted array microphones provide consistent clarity for each person in a 
meeting. The ability to aim array lobes at specific areas in the room provides both coverage for seated participants and freedom of 
movement for presenters. Also provide a way for all voices in the room to be heard, whether online or captured in a recording.



Engaged learners by VR and AR systems

The VR and AR systems for schools can transform the classroom into any learning environment you need. The magic of virtual and 
augmented reality can make learning more immersive than ever before.
Take students on school trips all over the world without leaving the classroom. But since these headsets create a virtual world, you can 
also travel through time, to ancient Rome, for example.



VIRTUAL INSTRUCTION

EFFECTIVE WAY TO GET YOUR STUDENTS' ATTENTION
For teachers who want to increase student engagement, the virtual instruction set up proposes that they create a virtual
classroom environment by using live production tools such as a high-resolution camera and production software. Teachers
can project themselves as news anchors in a TV studio or whatever and wherever their creativity takes them. This solution
includes various tech devices that will allow distance learning facilitators to easily manage the whole production. Live productions 
such as this may also be published simultaneously in platforms like Facebook and YouTube via Teams as necessary.



SMARTER COMPUTER DEVICES 
AND ELECTRONICS

We believe we make the best technology solutions, but even the best hardware can be made better with the right accessories. It’s all 
about outfitting desktops or laptops with accessories customized to your specific needs. Whether you’re looking for a robust speaker 
system to help make students’ lessons more immersive, or a rugged laptop backpack for that teacher on the go, we’re
proud to carry PC accessories that make computing experiences smarter.
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